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A uniformly valid asymptotic expansion for a class of Fourier integrals is
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the first part of this paper, we derive a uniformly valid asymptotic
expansion for Fourier integrals of the form
t1r2 yin h x .I t , n s n e g x dx. 1.1 .  .  .H
0
 .  . `w x  .Our assumptions are that g x , h x g C 0, b and that h x , the phase
function, has a stationary point at x s 0. To be specific, we assume
 .  .  .  .h 0 s h9 0 s 0, h0 0 ) 0 and h9 t ) 0 for 0 - t F b. From the analysis
w xof Laplace integrals in 10 , we know
Ny1
1r2 yn r2 1r2i I t , yin s n F n t q R t , n , 1.2 .  .  .  . n N
ns0
 .  yN r2 .  .where R t, n s O n uniformly for 0 F t F b as n ª `, and F TN n
is the integral from 0 to T of the coefficient of e n in the Taylor series for
 . w  . 2 x  . `w x  .g e X exp yh e X re . Also, F T g C 0, ` . That is, F T andn n
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 . `w x n. .F 1rT g C 0, 1 . In particular, in terms of g s g 0 rn! and h sn n n
n. .h 0 rn!,
1r21 1r2F T s prh g erf h T , 1.3 .  .  . .0 2 0 22
1 2y2 yh T2F T s h g h q g h 1 y e .  .  .1 2 0 3 1 22
1 22 yh T2q g h rh T e . 1.4 .  .0 3 22
 .The corresponding expansion of I t, n as n ª ` is more complicated.
We will show that
Ny1
yn r2 yi¨ h t . 1r2 yNr2I t , n s n c y e U t q V n t q O n .  .  .  . 4 n n n
ns0
1.5 .
uniformly for 0 F t F b as n ª `, where the c 's are certain constants,n
 . `w x  . `w xU t g C 0, b and V T g C 0, ` . In particular,n n
1r21 iyip r4 y2c s prh g e , c s h g h y g h , 1.6 .  .  .0 2 0 1 2 0 3 1 22 2
U t s 0, U t s y irt f t y f 0 , 1.7 .  .  .  .  .  .0 1
 .  .  .where f t s tg t rh9 t , and
V T s hy1r2 g C h1r2T , 1.8 .  . .0 2 0 2
y11 2 1r2V T s g h rh T C9 h T q 2 ih , 1.9 .  .  .  . .1 0 3 2 2 22
 .where C x is the Fresnel integral
`2 2i x yi sC x s e e ds. 1.10 .  .H
x
The main purpose of this paper is to present some new results for the
differential equation
ny2 y0 q a2 t y s ny1r2ein t . 1.11 .  .
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior as n ª ` of the solution to
 .1.11 over an interval that includes a point of resonance. We shall assume
 . `w x  .  .a t g C yt , t , 0 - a t - 1 for yt F t - 0, and a t ) 1 for 0 - t F0 1 0
 .  .t . Thus a 0 s 1, and without loss of generality t s 0 is our resonance1
point.
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w xThis problem was studied previously by Kevorkian 7, 8 , using formal
multiple-scale and matched asymptotic expansion techniques. It was also
w xstudied by Gautesen 6 , using a formal WKB type of expansion process.
 . w xMore recently, 1.11 is discussed in 4 as an example of a problem that
can be expressed in Hamiltonian form and then reduced by averaging to a
 .nonlinear two dimensional system. In turn, this reduced system can be
w x analyzed by the methods of 7, 8 with the advantage that just one fast
.time is present . Averaging theory and its applicability to resonance
w x  .problems are also discussed in 9 , and a result for 1.11 which is
w x w xcomparable to Gautesen's in 6 is also derived in 4 . There seems to be
w xgeneral agreement that, as noted first in 1 , the predominant effect of
 .passage through resonance in 1.11 is a marked and persistent increase in
the amplitude of natural frequency oscillations. However, this has not
been proved.
 .Our objective is to provide a rigorous analysis of 1.11 . We will
 .accomplish this by means of the result for 1.1 noted above. What we find
is a previously unidentified structure to the uniform asymptotic solution of
 .1.11 , which in turn makes its computation relatively easy, and which
suggests a new approach to related nonlinear problems.
2. THE INTEGRAL
 . w xAn integral of the form 1.1 arises in 6 and it is suggested there that a
uniformly valid asymptotic expansion could be obtained by Bleistein's
w x  .method 2 . In essence this is true, although 1.1 involves neither moving
stationary points nor algebraic singularities. On the other hand, Bleistein's
method alone does not produce the result we want.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let I t, n be the function defined by 1.1 , where
 .  . `w x  .  .  .  .g x , h x g C 0, b , h 0 s h9 0 s 0, h0 0 ) 0, and h9 x ) 0 for 0 -
 .x F b. Then I t, n has a uniformly ¨alid asymptotic expansion for 0 F t F b
 .  . `w x  . `w xas n ª ` of the form 1.5 with U t g C 0, b , V T g C 0, ` , and then n
 .  .leading terms gi¨ en by 1.6 ] 1.10 .
w  .x1r2Proof. Let s s h x , denote the inverse of this transformation
 .  .  .y1w X  . X  .xby x s , and let G s s 2 is G s y G 0 for n G 1, wheren ny1 ny1
X  .   ..  .G s s g x s x9 s . Then0
Ny1
1r2yn yNI t , n s n F 0, n y F h t , n q O n 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .n n
ns0
uniformly for 0 F t F b as n ª `, where
2 Xyin t 1r2 y1r2F t , n s e C n t G 0 q n G t . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .n n nq1
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 . w  .x1r2 .Indeed, I t, n s H h t , n , where
t 2X1r2 yin sH t , n s n G 0 q 2 isG s e ds, 2.3 .  .  .  .H 0 1
0
and an integration by parts yields
t 2Xy1r2 yin sH t , n s F 0, n y F t , n q n G s e ds. 2.4 .  .  .  .  .H0 0 1
0
 .Hence 2.1 is true for N s 1, and by iteration it is true for arbitrary N.
 .This much is the Bleistein method result. Now let f t, T s
 w  . 2 x1r2 .C T h t rt . It is readily determined that
` yny1 2C x ; 2 ix 2 ix e 2.5 .  .  .  . n
ns0
 .  .as x ª `, where e s 1, e s y 2n q 1 e . Therefore f t, T g0 nq1 n
`w x w x. w x  .C 0, b = 0, ` and hence 10, Theorem 2 , f t, tre has matching inner
and outer expansions, and a composite expansion of the form
Ny1
n Nf t , tre s e u t q ¨ tre q O e , 2.6 .  .  .  .  . n n
ns0
 . `w x  . `w xwhere u t g C 0, b , ¨ T g C 0, ` , which holds uniformly for 0 Fn n
t F b as e ª 0q. Furthermore, from the two-term inner and outer expan-
 . w  .x1r2 .sions of f t, tre s C h t re it is readily determined that
y1r2y1 2 y1r2u t s 0, u t s 2 it h t rt y h , .  .  .  . 50 1 2
2.7 .
y111r2 1r2 2 1r2¨ T s C h T , ¨ T s h r2h T C9 h T q 2 ih . .  .  . .  .  .0 2 1 3 2 2 22
2.8 .
 .The proof of Theorem 1 is completed upon substituting 2.6 , with
y1r2  .  .e s n , into 2.1 ] 2.2 .
Before we turn to the use of Theorem 1 to study the differential
 .  .equation 1.11 , it is interesting to see how 1.5 reduces to a result for
w xt ) 0 which would normally be obtained with neutralizers 3 .
 .  .y1 X  .  .COROLLARY. Let E t s 2 it E t for n G 1, where E t sn ny1 0
 .y1 X  .2 it G t . For 0 - t F b,0
Ny1
1r2yn y1r2 yin h t . yNI t , n s n F 0, n y n e E h t q O n . .  .  .  .  .n n
ns0
2.9 .
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 .Proof. In view of 2.5 ,
Ny1 Ny1
21r2 in t yn yn yNn e n F t , n s n g t q O n 2.10 .  .  .  . n nq1
ns0 ns0
w  .x1r2for 0 - t F h b , where
ny1
yky1 X y2 ky1g t s 2 i G 0 e t q G t . 2.11 .  .  .  .  .n nyky1 k n
ks0
 .  .But g t s E t . Indeed, this is obvious for n s 1, and its validity forn ny1
 .n ) 1 is a simple matter of induction, utilizing the fact that the derivative
ny1 n1
X X Xy2 ky2 y2 k2k q 1 G 0 f t s G 0 y G 0 f t , .  .  .  . nyky1 k n nyk k2 i ks0 ks0
2.12 .
yk .  .since 2 if s y 2k q 1 f , where f s 2 i e .kq1 k k k
In addition to Theorem 1, we will need the classical integration by parts
 .formula for I t, n , which holds when there are no stationary points.
 .  .  . `w x  .  .THEOREM 2. In 1.1 , if g x , h x g C 0, b , h 0 s 0, and h9 x / 0
for 0 F x F b, then
Ny1
1r2 yn yin h t . yNn I t , n s n D t e y D 0 q O n 2.13 .  .  .  .  . n n
ns0
 . X  .  .uniformly for 0 F t F b as n ª `, where D t s yiD t rh9 t for n G 1n ny1
 .  .  .and D t s ig t rh9 t .0
3. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
In addition to the previously stated conditions on the frequency function
 .  .  .a t in 1.11 , we will assume a s a9 0 / 0. Let1
t
f t s a x dx. 3.1 .  .  .H
0
w x y2 2 .It is well known 5 that the homogeneous equation n y0 q a t y s 0
has a pair of linearly independent solutions
inf  t .u t , n s e z t , n , ¨ t , n s u t , n , 3.2 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where u t, n is the complex conjugate of u t, n , and z t, n has a
uniformly valid asymptotic expansion
`
ynz t , n ; n z t 3.3 .  .  . n
ns0
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for yt F t F t , whose terms can be found from the differential equation0 1
z0 q in 2 a t z9 q a9 t z s 0. 3.4 .  .  .
 .  . w  .xy1r2If we choose u 0, n s 1, then z t s a t and0
t y1r2 Yz t s ir2 a t a x z x dx , n G 1. 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  .Hn ny1
0
 . `w xNote that z t g C yt , t .n 0 1
 .  .The Wronskian of u t, n and ¨ t, n is independent of t and pure
 .  .  .imaginary and, if we denote it by D n , then D n s y2 in q O 1 . Let
 . w  .x  .z t, n s nrD n z t, n . By the method of variation of parameters, the
 .full equation 1.11 has a particular solution for yt F t F t expressible0 1
as
w t , n s A t , n u t , n q B t , n ¨ t , n . 3.6 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Indeed, if we choose w 0, n s w9 0, n s 0, then
t1r2 in w xyf  x .xA t , n s n e z x , n dx , 3.7 .  .  .H
0
t1r2 in w xqf  x .xB t , n s n e z x , n dx. 3.8 .  .  .H
0
This brings us to the following basic result.
 .  . `w xTHEOREM 3. The differential equation 1.11 with a t g C yt , t ,0 1
 .  .  .0 - a t - 1 for yt F t - 0, a t ) 1 for 0 - t F t , and a9 0 / 0 has a0 1
q . in t q . q .particular solution y t, n s e z t, n , where z t, n has a uniformly
¨alid asymptotic expansion for 0 F t F t of the same form as the expansion1
 1r2 .  .for f t, n t gi¨ en by 2.6 .
 .Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1, and 3.3 , we know that for
 .  .0 F t F t , A t, n has a uniformly valid expansion of the form 1.5 with1
 .  . 1r2  .h x s f x y x. Also, from Theorem 2, n B t, n has a uniformly valid
 .  .  .expansion for 0 F t F t of the form 2.13 with h x s yf x y x. When1
 .  .  .we substitute these expansions, together with 3.2 and 3.3 , into 3.6 , and
 .  .  .  .  .use the fact that 2.6 applies to f t, T s r t s T whenever r t g
`w x  . `w x  .C 0, b , s T g C 0, ` , we find that w t, n has a uniformly valid
expansion for 0 F t F t which can be written as1
w t , n s q t , n q yq t , n q O ¨yN r2 . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .N N
In this expansion
Ny1
yn r2 yinf  t . inf  t .q t , n s n r t e q s t e , 3.10 .  .  .  .N n n
ns0
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 .  . `w x q . q . in twhere r t , s t g C 0, t . The other term, y t, n s z t, n e , wheren n 1 N N
Ny1
q yn r2 q q 1r2z t , n s n p t q q n t 3.11 .  .  .  .N n n
ns0
q . `w x q . `w xand p t g C 0, t , q T g C 0, ` . Furthermore, when we considern 1 n
 .computing the terms of this expansion by substituting into 1.11 , since
" inf  t . in t  .e and e are linearly independent, we see it must be that q t, nN
is the sum of the first N terms of the asymptotic expansion of a solution
 . y2 2 .q t, n to the corresponding homogeneous equation ¨ y0 q a t y s 0.
q .  .  . q .Therefore, if we let y t, n s w t, n q q t, n , then y t, n also is a
 .  .  .solution to 1.11 . Moreover, according to 3.9 , 3.11 , it has a uniformly
valid asymptotic expansion of the form claimed in stating the theorem.
 .COROLLARY. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, 1.11 has a particular
y . in t y . y .solution y t, n s e z t, n with a uniformly ¨alid expansion for z t, n
q .on yt F t F 0 of the same form as the one for z t, n on 0 F t F t ,0 1
y . `w x q . y . `w xexcept that p t g C yt , 0 replaces p t and q T g C y`, 0n 0 n n
q .replaces q T .n
Proof. This follows directly upon applying the theorem to the differen-
 .tial equation for y yt, n .
4. COMPUTATIONS
 . in t  .  .Substituting y t, n s e z t, n in 1.11 yields
2 2 3r2z0 q 2 in z9 q n a t y 1 z s n . 4.1 .  .
 .Also, for any N G 1, the sum 3.11 can be expressed, in an obvious way, as
 1r2 y1r2 .  . `w x w x w x.F t, n t, n , where F t, T , e g C 0, t = 0, ` = 0, 1 . Hence, as1
 .  .  .in the determination of 2.7 and 2.8 , the terms of 3.11 , and also the
y .corresponding series for z t, n , can be computed by the method of inner
 .and outer expansions. The combined two-term outer expansions have the
form
O z " t , n s z " t q ny1r2 z " t , 4.2 .  .  .  .2 0 1
 .and 4.1 implies
" " 2z t s 0, z t s 1r a t y 1 . 4.3 .  .  .  .0 1
Note the singularity at t s 0. To obtain the matching two-term inner
expansions
I z " t , n s Z " n 1r2 t q ny1r2Z " n 1r2 t , 4.4 .  .  .  .2 0 1
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1r2  .  .  y1r2 .we put T s n t in 4.1 and let Z t, n s z n T , n . Thus
1r2 2 y1r2 1r2Z0 q 2 in Z9 q n a n T y 1 Z s n , 4.5 .  .
 y1r2 .and therefore, expanding a n T ,
2 iZX q 2 a TZ s 1, 4.6 .0 1 0
2 iZX q 2 a TZ s yZY y a2 q 2 a T 2Z , 4.7 . .1 1 1 0 1 2 0
 .where a s a0 0 r2, and the " superscripts have been omitted.2
 . q . y .The general solutions to 4.6 , one for Z T and one for Z t , are0 0
expressible as
y1 2" " ia T .1Z T s y 2 ia C a T q C e , 4.8 .  .  .  .0 1 1 0
"  .1r2  .where C denotes integration constants, a s a r2 , and C x , the0 1 1
 .  .function defined by 1.10 , has the asymptotic expansion 2.5 . We know
w x q . q .10, Theorem 2 that the difference between Z T and q T is an n
q .polynomial. It comes from I O z t, n , the n-term inner expansion of then n
q . `w xn-term outer expansion. Also, q T g C 0, ` . Thus it must be thatn
q y . y . `w xC s 0. Similarly, since Z T and q T g C y`, 0 also differ by a0 n n
 . i x 2  .  . ypolynomial, and since C x s 2 e C 0 y C yx , we must have C s0
 .  . y .  .y1  .ira C 0 , and Z T s 2 ia C ya T .1 0 1 1
" . " .  .Turning to Z T , in terms of Z T , the solutions to 4.7 are1 0
T2 2 2" ia T . " yia S . " ia T .1 1 1Z T s ir2 e F S e dS q C e , 4.9 .  .  .  .H1 0 1
0
" . 2  2 2 . " .where F S s a S q 2 a S q ia Z S . It is also readily determined0 1 2 1 0
that
x2 2 2i x yi s i xe C s e ds s xC x q ir2 1 y e , 4.10 .  .  .  . .H
0
x2 2 21i x 2 yi s 3 2 i xe s C s e ds s 2 x C x q ix q 1 y e . 4.11 .  .  .H 6
0
Therefore, fixing C " the same way we fixed C ", without difficulty we find1 0
i"Z T s y "a T C "a T .  .  .1 1 12
2 31y a ra 1 q i a T q 2 "a T C "a T . 4.12 .  .  .  .  .2 1 1 1 16
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 .  .Finally, from 4.2 and 4.3 , we have
y11 1" y1r2 2I O z t , n s n y y a ra q 2 a t . 4.13 .  .  . .2 2 2 1 14 2
" . " .  . " .Also, I O z t, n s 0. Thus, since z t, n s O q I y I O z t, n ,1 1 n n n n n
it follows that
y1 y1" " 2p t s 0, p t s a t y 1 y 2 a t , 4.14 .  .  .  .  .0 1 1
y1"q T s y "2 ia C "a T , 4.15 .  .  .  .0 1 1
1 1" " 2q T s Z T q q a ra . 4.16 .  .  . .1 1 2 14 2
5. CONCLUSIONS
 . " .We have identified two particular solutions of 1.11 , y t, n s
in t " .e z t, n . The beginning terms of the uniformly valid expansion
q . q .  yN r2 . q .z t, n s z t, n q O n for 0 F t F t , where z t, n is given byN 1 N
 . y .3.11 , and the corresponding expansion for z t, n on yt F t F 0 have0
 .  .been calculated. The results are given in 4.14 ] 4.16 .
 .Since 1.11 is linear,
yy t , n s yq t , n q J t , n , 5.1 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .where J t, n s A n u t, n q B n ¨ t, n , a solution of the corresponding
 .  .homogeneous equation. The functions u t, n , ¨ t, n are defined at the
 .beginning of Section 3. Also, any solution of 1.11 can be written as
y t , n s yy t , n q c n u t , n q c n ¨ t , n . 5.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .In particular, if y yt , n s y , y9 yt , n s inb , where y , b are con-0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  . y .stants, then, in view of 4.2 ] 4.3 , applied to z t, n ,
ky1r2 yin t y1 iy1. nf y t .0 0c n s c q n c e q O n e . 5.3 .  .  .k k 0 k1
Furthermore,
y1k k1 1y1r2 y1r2c s a y a y y1 b , c s a a q y1 , .  .k 0 0 0 0 0 k1 0 02 2
5.4 .
 .where a s a yt .0 0
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 .  .  .To determine A n and B n in the expression for J t, n , we have
u 0, n s 1, u9 0, n s in q O 1 , 5.5 .  .  .  .
y " 0, n s z " 0, n , y "9 0, n s in z " 0, n q O 1 . 5.6 .  .  .  .  .  .
Also, from our inner expansion calculations,
y1 1" y1r2 y1z 0, n s y "2 ia C 0 y n a ra q O n . 5.7 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 16
It follows that
A n s yira C 0 q O ny1 , B n s O ny1 . 5.8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .1
y .Thus we know the asymptotic behavior of y t, n uniformly for 0 F t F t1
y .as well as for yt F t F 0. We also know there is a jump in y t, n , and0
 .  .hence in any solution of 1.11 , between its outer asymptotic expansion
for yt F t - 0 and its expansion for 0 - t F t . This jump is always the0 1
 .same, namely J t, n , and
y1r2 iwnf  t .y3p r4x y1J t , n s 2 a t a rp e q O n , 5.9 .  .  .  .1
 .  1r2 . yip r4  .  .since C 0 s p r2 e . From 5.2 ] 5.4 , if y and b are real, for0 0
example, then
1r2 y1r2Re y t , n s y a ra t cos n f t y f yt q O n .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
5.10 .
for yt F t - 0, and for 0 - t F t ,0 1
1r2Re y t , n s the same q pr2 a ra t cos nf t y 3pr4 . .  .  .  .1
5.11 .
 y1r2 .  .Note that there is no O n term in 5.9 , contrary to what the results
w x y . q .in 6 indicate, due to the fact that Z 0 s Z 0 . Kevorkian's calcula-1 1
w x  y1r2 .  .tions in 8 also indicate an O n term for 5.9 , but this is due to an
 . w xintegrand error in 3.5.154 of 8 . Except for minor errors and misprints in
w x w xboth 7 and 8 , it appears that Kevorkian's proposed uniform expansion
  . w x w x.see 4.10 of 7 and Problem 3.5.7 of 8 would ultimately agree com-
 .pletely with ours, that is, 5.2 .
 .  .We could have established 5.10 and 5.11 , had that been our only
objective, by using the corollary to Theorem 1 instead of Theorem 1 to
 .expand 3.7 , as in the analogous stationary phase calculations reported in
w x4, 6 . In a subsequent paper we will show how the method developed here
 .for solving 1.11 uniformly can be extended to solve some related non-
linear oscillation problems.
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